Show Me Your Brains!

A large collection of
zombie extras are needed
for a 12 episode
television show. If each
episode requires 86
zombie extras, how many
zombies will be needed
for all the episodes?

Over the course of 8
years, David drew 1,696
zombies on his homework
papers instead of writing
his name. If David drew an
equal number each year,
how many zombies did
David draw each year?

A zombie movie needed
84 different creepy
zombie extras for each
week of filming. They filmed
for 36 months. How many
zombie extras were
needed?

Zombie Boy Tries Chinese
Food for the First Time is a
new movie out on DVD. It
sold 3,168 copies in 36
days. If the same amount
were sold each day, how
many of the DVDs were
sold in one day?

It takes five ounces of
makeup to create the
gross, eyeballs popping
out, decaying, rotting
zombies you see on
television. How many
ounces would it take to
create the makeup for
2,569 zombies?

A costume company
decided to make three
different kinds of zombies:
Barbie zombie, Teacher
zombie, and Kitty zombie.
They sold a total of 2,625
of the zombie costumes. If
they sold an equal
amount of each type of
zombie, how many of each
costume were sold?
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Name: _______________________________ Date: ___________
Directions: Solve _______ problems from the choice board.
Make sure you:
• PROVE your answer is correct.
• Explain ALL steps you took and why you took them.

This resource was created by Jennifer Findley. It may be printed and
photocopied for single classroom use. It may not be put on the Internet, sold,
or distributed in any form. Check out my store for more resources that are
common core aligned.

Follow my blog for updates and freebies.

www.JenniferFindley.com

Thanks!
Jennifer Findley

